Shield2Go boards and My IoT adapter

Fast, flexible, and easy prototyping for IoT applications

Abstract

Rapid and efficient prototyping was never as important as today. Infineon’s Shield2Go and My IoT evaluation environment makes it the ever easiest to evaluate new hardware solutions in an easy and efficient way. This is not only important for big industry players, but also for the growing maker and startup communities. Makers want to implement their ideas quickly and without inconvenient barriers.

By Julian Eder, System Engineer, Infineon Technologies AG
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1 Shield2Go boards

Infineon’s Shield2Go boards are equipped with one featured Infineon IC and provide a standardized form factor and pin layout for fast orientation. All boards come with solderless connectors allowing designers to stack the boards instead of soldering them. This makes the Shield2Go boards simple, reusable and flexible.

In addition, each Shield2Go comes with a dedicated and free software library for Arduino. The Shield2Go boards are compatible with Arduino Uno with Infineon’s My IoT adapter. This combination of flexible hardware components and accompanying software speeds up the prototyping process.

1.1 A “plug and play” solution

Shield2Go boards can be selected and combined in multiple ways to best fit the development needs of designers, making prototyping as easy as “plug and play”. The boards provide a standardized form factor (Figure 1), and have solderless connectors that allow stacking the boards instead of soldering. The standardized pin layout (Figure 2) concept allows fast and convenient combination and interchanging of Shield2Go boards and My IoT adapter. All essential buses are led out, including SPI, I²C and UART. Individual chip-dependent pins on the upper part of the Shield2Go board provide additional flexibility.

The “plug and play” approach from Infineon supports customized prototyping and provide the following benefits:

› Faster prototyping and shorter time to market
› Customized prototyping
› Easy to connect to external systems
› Flexible use
› Cost savings – Arduino-ready at an attractive price

Figure 1 Dimensions of the Shield2Go board
Figure 2  Pin layout of the Shield2Go board

- Input - 5V
- Analog - A1
- Analog - A2
- I²C Data - SDA
- I²C Clock - SCL
- Reference Ground - GND
- Input - 3.3V
- External Interrupt - INT
- Pulse Width Modulation - PWM
- RX - UART Receive
- TX - UART Transmit
- RST - Reset
- GPIO - General Purpose In/Out
- CS - SPI Chip Select
- SCLK - SPI Clock
- MOSI - SPI Master Out Slave In
- MISO - SPI Master In Slave Out
2 Shield2Go portfolio overview

2.1 Shield2Go boards

The Shield2Go product portfolio includes varying boards and an XMC™ 2Go board for cross-application control. The boards feature varying sensors and ICs from Infineon – such as pressure, 3D and current sensors, MEMS microphone, and security solutions - and come with a dedicated and ready-to-use software library for Arduino to help the evaluation of intended designs and capabilities (for more details and example, please see section 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Interfaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| DPS310 Pressure Shield2Go | › Ultra-high ±0.005 hPa resolution (equating to ±5 cm)  
› Very good temperature stability due to a linear temperature dependency. Relative accuracy ±0.06 hPa  
› Integrated FIFO can store up to 32 pressure/temperature measurements, which enables energy savings on system level  
› Optimized energy usage (fully configurable precision and measurement rate)  
› Wide pressure operation range 300 hPa – 1200 hPa  
› 3 µA current consumption in low power mode  
› Temperature accuracy ±0.5° | SPI, INT, I²C |
| TLV493D 3DSense Shield2Go | › Low current consumption of 0.007 µA in power down mode  
› 2.7 to 3.5 V operating supply voltage  
› Bx, By and Bz linear field measurement up to ±130 mT  
› 12-bit data resolution for each measurement direction  
› Operating temperature range from -40 °C to 125 °C TSOP6 package | PC |
| TLI4970 Current Sense Shield2Go | › AC and DC measurement range up to ±50 A  
› Highly accurate over temperature range and lifetime (max. 1 % (0 h))  
› 1.6 % (over lifetime of indicated value)  
› Low offset error (max. 25 mA)  
› Fast overcurrent detection with configurable threshold  
› Galvanic isolation up to 2.5 kV max. rated isolation voltage (UL1577)  
› 16 bit digital SPI output (13 bit current value)  
› Small 7 x 7 mm SMD package | SPI, INT |
| IM69D Microphone Shield2Go | › 2x IM69D130 digital MEMS microphone in stereo mode configuration  
› Dynamic range of 105 dB  
› Signal to noise ratio of 69 dB(A) SNR  
› <1% total harmonic distortions up to 128 dB SPL  
› Acoustic overload point at 130 dB SPL  
› Sensitivity (±1 dB) and phase (±2° @ 1 kHz) matched  
› Flat frequency response with low-frequency roll-off at 28 Hz  
› Very fast analog to digital conversion speed (6 µs latency @ 1 kHz) | PS |
For more details about featured products and the layout of the stackable, unified breakout boards, please download the Fast, flexible, and easy prototyping for IoT applications brochure.

### 2.2 My IoT adapter

The My IoT adapter board is also part of the evaluation environment that acts as the gateway to external hardware - such as the popular hardware platforms like Arduino, Raspberry Pi or Espressif Wi-Fi Chips -, making it possible to combine the Shield2Go boards into systems easily and flexibly.

The adapter offers multiple sockets which allow free and flexible combination of various Shield2Go boards. Thereby, users do not have to care about pin allocation, level shifting or system integration.
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Shield2Go boards can also be stacked upon the individual sockets, making it possible to combine even more Shield2Go boards into a system. The My IoT adapter is then stacked onto a compatible hardware module like Infineon’s Arduino compatible XMC1100 Boot Kit.

My IoT adapter features are the following:
› Provide power supply and connectivity for Shield2Go boards
› Handle level shifting between CMOS 3.3 V and TTL 5 V
› Combinable (“stackable”) with other standard shields

**Figure 3**  Combining Shield2Go boards and My IoT adapter to a system

[Image of Shield2Go boards and My IoT adapter]
3 Arduino example

This application example in Figure 4 shows how fast and easy it is to use the Shield2Go boards with an Arduino compatible development board and the Arduino IDE.

The Shield2Go boards can be easily stacked onto the My IoT adapter for Arduino. The system can be programmed within minutes using the Arduino IDE and the Shield2Go Arduino libraries. The Arduino libraries for each Shield2Go are available on GitHub. Advanced setups can be built by using the Shield2Go board documentations on GitHub and the datasheets from the Infineon maker website.

**Note: Do not connect the Shield2Go boards directly to an Arduino board without the My IoT adapter. The My IoT adapter handles level shifting between 3.3 V and 5 V.**

![Application example of the Shield2Go concept](image)
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Please note:
THIS DOCUMENT IS FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ANY INFORMATION GIVEN HEREIN SHALL IN NO EVENT BE REGARDED AS A WARRANTY, GUARANTEE OR DESCRIPTION OF ANY FUNCTIONALITY, CONDITIONS AND/OR QUALITY OF OUR PRODUCTS OR ANY SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. WITH REGARD TO THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF OUR PRODUCTS, WE KINDLY ASK YOU TO REFER TO THE RELEVANT PRODUCT DATA SHEETS PROVIDED BY US. OUR CUSTOMERS AND THEIR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENTS ARE REQUIRED TO EVALUATE THE SUITABILITY OF OUR PRODUCTS FOR THE INTENDED_APPLICATION.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE THIS DOCUMENT AND/OR THE INFORMATION GIVEN HEREIN AT ANY TIME.

Additional information
For further information on technologies, our products, the application of our products, delivery terms and conditions and/or prices please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office (www.infineon.com).

Warnings
Due to technical requirements, our products may contain dangerous substances. For information on the types in question please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office.

Except as otherwise explicitly approved by us in a written document signed by authorized representatives of Infineon Technologies, our products may not be used in any life endangering applications, including but not limited to medical, nuclear, military, life critical or any other applications where a failure of the product or any consequences of the use thereof can result in personal injury.